CC ASSESSMENT SUBSPECIALTY EXAMS
FOR BB/TM, CHEM, CYTO, DP, FP, & MMB CERTIFICATIONS

BB/TM 150-QUESTION MODULE
- PRACTICAL/IMAGE 80%
- WRITTEN 20%

DP 150-QUESTION MODULE
- PRACTICAL/IMAGE 80%
- WRITTEN 20%

CHEM 150-QUESTION MODULE
- PRACTICAL/IMAGE 80%
- WRITTEN 20%

FP 150-QUESTION MODULE
- PRACTICAL/IMAGE 80%
- WRITTEN 20%

CYTO 150-QUESTION MODULE
- PRACTICAL/IMAGE 80%
- WRITTEN 20%

MMB 150-QUESTION MODULE
- PRACTICAL/IMAGE 80%
- WRITTEN 20%

ALL PERCENTAGES ARE APPROXIMATIONS. ALL MODULE CONTENT IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE. UPDATED 4/12/2016.